
  
From: "Dr. Faye Snyder" <indrasway@gmail.com> 
Date: March 31, 2017 at 3:14:40 PM MDT 
To: jws59802@gmail.com, rscohenphd@gmail.com, mharwelltherapy@gmail.com 
Subject: You, the IFPE and me 

Dear Dr. Swanson, Michelle and Robin, 

I hope this year finds you all well, living the lives you planned to the fullest. 

The year of 2017 has brought about more emails from IFPE and more memories 
for me. Our panel experience had a major impact on me, and I believe I need to 
tell you a little about my experience. 

First, as a result of Michelle’s presentation, I have rewritten two books, putting 
them together. The first half of my book (about 90 pages) was written in large 
part for my dissertation years ago, and I have dredged it back up for Michelle, 
believing she needed more help in her case. I hope that this book will reach a 
wide audience some day. I sincerely hope Michelle that you will consider 
reading the attached book, which I am also sending to my editor today. I want 
you to know that I have nothing but caring intentions behind this offer. I intend 
this as a gift and wish that your teachers and supervisors had helped you more, 
because so much is at stake. The field in general is highly ignorant about the 
issues of unattached children.  

I do want to say that I came to IFPE to check the climate of depth psychology 
and analytic thought. I was disappointed that neither of you, Michelle or Robin, 
prepared your talks to fall within the allotted time, and so my presentation was 
adversely affected. It would have made me feel better if you had each just 
slightly self-reflected or apologized to me, acknowledging your part of what 
happened. That no one said a thing to me about cutting into my time, however 
unintentionally, gave me the impression that analytic thinkers are not especially 
well-versed in communication skills, but more in one-sided dialogues. That’s 
just an impression-born thought, if not a mirror. It is not intended to be 
judgmental.  I fully realize that you can ignore it or use the feedback, either 
way. 

Thank you for hearing me out. 

Warmly, 

Dr. Faye 
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Facing the Fear of Vulnerability: 
 

Treating a Child with Reactive Attachment Disorder 
and 

Treating Your Child with Reactive Attachment Disorder 
 

By 
Faye Snyder, Psy.D.  

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 I have also come to have a deep gratitude for an experience I once suffered. I was invited 
to present at a conference with an organization, the name of which I will withhold, but it was 
filled with very sweet people who practiced psychoanalysis and depth therapy.  They were 
struggling with the new call for evidence-based therapy. I was happy to join them. 

 I was placed on a panel with one moderator and two other presenters. We met briefly 
before going on, and the moderator reminded us of how much time we had. I believe we each 
had 20 minutes, plus ten minutes for Q & A, a total an hour and a half, as I recall. Both of the 
other women said they had already timed themselves. 

 I was shocked when the presentation began. The two women before me read their 
presentations. They had no handouts. Each of them read for thirty minutes and I was left with 
about fifteen minutes to present. Since I did not read, I was able to present the salient points of 
my presentation and still allow fro some Q&A. The moderator told them a couple of times that 
their time was up, but both women persisted in reading their presentations to the end. When they 
finished, neither of them thought to apologize to me for taking my time.  

 The second presentation was unbearable. I listened to a young psychologist describe to an 
admiring audience how she treated a young girl who had clearly suffered an attachment break, 
something that went unaddressed. She broke the cardinal rule of attachment therapy and left the 
parents out of the treatment. Her approach was clearly under the direction of a supervising 
clinician, who I hold responsible. I was sick to my stomach as I listened to all of the clinicians 
present show such deep appreciation of her work, in which she interpreted (and misinterpreted) 
the child’s behavior, but never truly treated her attachment issue. If anything, she exacerbated it.   

 I was so mortified that I went to my room and didn’t return. It is nearly a year later and 
the same organization is seeking presenters. I have decided to finish this book and send it to the 
last presenter on my panel. More importantly I have decided to combine it with another book I 
have written on Treating Your RAD Child. Thus, this book is a union of two others. It has two 
sections: I and II, the first for clinicians and the second for the parents. I advise the parents to 
read the first section, because that will make them wiser than most clinicians on this subject, 
which may be the only way this issue will ever be fully addressed, as the medical model takes 
over our profession. Change may have to take place from the bottom up, by parents. 

  



From: Farrell Silverberg PhD [mailto:drsilverberg@drsilverberg.com]  
Sent: Saturday, April 01, 2017 11:27 AM 
To: mharwelltherapy@gmail.com; rscohenphd@GMAIL.COM 
Cc: Jay Swanson; IFPE Administrator 
Subject: From Farrell: RE: You, the IFPE and me 
 
Dear Robin, Michele, and Jay, 
 
I am sorry to hear about this unpleasant situation. Before thinking about this further, I am just 
writing to ask if, indeed, a draft copy of Faye’s book was attached to the emails she sent to you 
both? If so, can you please forward it to me so that I can further look into the whole matter and 
discuss things with the IFPE board if need be. Do you both make an appearance in the book?  
 
We like to abide by the Las Vegas rule when it comes to IFPE conferences, and, try to insure, for 
everyone’s feeling of safe space, that what happens at IFPE stays at IFPE. Possibly some more 
overt statements of this ethos needs to be clarified as our conferences go forward and this will be 
something I will discuss with the IFPE board at our upcoming meeting in April. 
 
I will look into this further. Let me know your thoughts at this point and if there is a copy of that 
book draft that you received, please forward it asap. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Farrell 
 
 
From: Dr. Faye Snyder [mailto:indrasway@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, April 01, 2017 3:35 AM 
To: Robin Cohen 
Cc: Michelle Harwell; MT GMAIL; IFPE Administrator 
Subject: Re: You, the IFPE and me 
 
Fine. I’ll take it out. I already did. But, no names were mentioned, and if you read the book you 
will see how there was a problem in the child’s life about which I wrote, that was exacerbated by 
clinicians not understanding the impact of broken attachments on a child. You are throwing up 
false dichotomies, as there will still be no dialogue about what could have been best for the 
child.  
 
Neither of you even begin to know what kinds of therapy could have worked better for the child. 
Neither of you want to know. Parent-child expertise did not seem to be a factor in that 
presentation. Neither of you seem to care that there is a better way. This is not about the child. 
This is about your egos. 
 
I did not get the awareness that Michelle was treating for a broken attachment. She also 
mentioned that the father was home, but the therapy took place outside of his involvement. She 
could have scheduled the therapy to include mom. She could have coached the mom how to 
improve their relationship, given she was a working mom. That is: She could have coached the 
mom how to heal her child. Instead, she treated the child, leaving both parents out and projecting 
onto the child the child’s motives, not mentioning the inherent problem in that. Treating a young 
child without the parents is a red flag. No one in that room seemed to know that. Michelle 
certainly didn’t know that or address it. The child’s primary caregiver should have “treated" her. 
She didn’t even rule out that approach. She didn’t talk about the problems of this child being 



unattached. A person who is an expert on parent-child relationships, should have addressed the 
primary issue: attachment.  
 
I asked her for a copy so I could review it for myself. I didn’t get one.I strongly disagree with the 
way she treated the child. I didn’t blame her. I blamed her training. However, I am beginning to 
change my opinion on that. The defensiveness and aggressiveness you both take misses the 
mark. 
 
I was and continue to be the experiencer of both your egos, an apparent problem of analysts. I’m 
so turned off. Where is your self-reflection? I can only assume you will do this again.  

Dr. Faye 

 
On Mar 31, 2017, at 10:29 PM, Robin Cohen <rscohenphd@GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
 
I wish you luck Faye...  I just would like you to reflect on how the 
introduction to your book (see below) could possibly be an invitation to 
having a "real discussion or debate about...differing perspectives".  If you 
are not aware of how unhelpful and hurtful this passage could be to Michelle 
and to me, as one of her admiring audience, you are correct: there is no 
possibility of open hearted dialogue.  Here is the passage: 
 
"The second presentation was unbearable. I listened to a young psychologist describe to an 
admiring audience how she treated a young girl who had clearly suffered an attachment break, 
something that went unaddressed. She broke the cardinal rule of attachment therapy and left the 
parents out of the treatment. Her approach was clearly under the direction of a supervising 
clinician, who I hold responsible. I was sick to my stomach as I listened to all of the clinicians 
present show such deep appreciation of her work, in which she interpreted (and misinterpreted) 
the child’s behavior, but never truly treated her attachment issue. If anything, she exacerbated it. 
" 
 
Good luck in your future endeavors.  
thanks, Robin 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email (and any attachments) is meant only for the use of 
the intended recipient. It may contain information that is legally privileged and 
confidential. You, the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure, and 
confidential manner. Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain 
confidentiality may subject you to federal and state penalties. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please notify me immediately by return email, and delete this 
message from your computer. Thank you for your cooperation. 
 
Robin S. Cohen, Ph.D. 
921 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 232 
Los Angeles, CA  90024 
PSY8761 
310-571-5315  
rscohenphd@gmail.com                   
Robin S. Cohen, Ph.D. 
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http://robinscohenphd.com/


 
 
 
 
 
On Fri, Mar 31, 2017 at 8:08 PM, Dr. Faye Snyder <indrasway@gmail.com> wrote: 
Thank you both, Dr. Cohen and Michelle, for your clarifications. 
Do you think I would not have rushed and taken audience time if the two of you had stayed 
within your time limit? Do you think you deserved discussion time, after going over your time 
limit each by at least ten minutes? Do neither of you have any after thoughts about that? Still no 
expressed regrets? I have an impression of analysts being self-posessed, and this didn’t help. I 
am not used to clinicians shamelessly taking airtime that doesn’t belong to them. However, it 
continues to appear that the problem is mine. I don’t think I’m in the right company. 
Michelle, I believe you even had the self-worth to correct me when someone from the audience 
asked me a question, something I didn’t do to you. If you think you fully covered the attachment 
issues then I don’t know what else to say. I wish this didn’t go this way. I wish you had decided 
to see what I wrote. But, I’m sure you won’t now. If you would have wanted to have a real 
discussion or debate about our differing perspectives, that you consider inborn traits and I don’t, 
that would have been productive to me.  
I’m glad I got this off my chest, and I’m glad to have discovered the response, as I spent too 
much time guessing what it would have been.  
Take good care, both of you. I feel complete.  
 

Dr. Faye 

 
On Mar 31, 2017, at 6:40 PM, Robin Cohen <rscohenphd@GMAIL.COM> wrote: 
 
Hi! Thanks for sharing your feelings and perceptions, Faye. I just want to share my 
understanding of the time issue. I would have apologized if I believed I ate into your time, 
however my recollection of events is that you received your full time and any overage ate into 
the audience participation section. I also want to say that I was and continue to be impressed with 
Michelle Hardwell's skills as a clinician. 
Thanks 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This email (and any attachments) is meant only for the use of the 
intended recipient. It may contain information that is legally privileged and confidential. You, 
the recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure, and confidential manner. 
Unauthorized re-disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality may subject you to federal and 
state penalties. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify me immediately by return 
email, and delete this message from your computer. Thank you for your cooperation. 
 
Robin S. Cohen, Ph.D. 
921 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 232 
Los Angeles, CA 90024 
PSY8761 
310-571-5315 
rscohenphd@gmail.com 
robinscohenphd.com 
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On Mar 31, 2017, 6:05 PM -0700, Michelle Harwell <mharwelltherapy@gmail.com>, wrote: 
 
Dear Faye,  
 
Thank you for bringing this to my attention. Given what you've expressed, it seems vital this is 
brought to the IFPE Board's attention immediately as we would not want this awful situation 
duplicated. I have included the admin on this email so it and your work can be forwarded on. 
 
As I now seem to make an appearance in your book, it seems prudent to make one clarification, 
well at least one. As a lauded author I can imagine accuracy in print is something you value. To 
that point, I would like to remind you that I specialize in working with the parent/child dyad. As 
written in my paper and articulated in my presentation, I worked with this child and her parents 
together until the father tragically had a stroke and the mom became the sole financial provider 
for the family leaving her unavailable for regular session. At which time, I moved my treatment 
to their home so that I could incorporate as much her family experience as was available during a 
time of extreme crisis for the family.  
 
Also, I'd like to reinstate Robin as a Dr. She seemed to have lost her doctorate in the last email 
for some reason. 
 
Warmly, 
 
Michelle 
 
 
 
Michelle Harwell LMFT 
2120 Colorado Blvd Ste 2. 
Los Angeles, CA 90041 
office:  626.382.8005 
mharwelltherapy@gmail.com 
www.michelleharwelltherapy.com 
 

    
 
Subscribe to our newsletter! 
 
“Tell me, what is it you plan to do  
with your one wild and precious life?”  
-Mary Oliver 
 
Confidentiality Statement: This email/fax, including attachments, may include confidential and/or proprietary information 
and may be used only by the person or entity to which it is addressed. If the reader of this email/fax is not the intended 
recipient or his or her agent, the reader is hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this email/fax 
is prohibited. If you have received this email/fax in error, please notify the sender by replying to this message and deleting 
this email or destroying this facsimile immediately. 
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